
“I’ve had DK books in my libraries for over 20 years.  
I always love them! And because they have so many  

books about so many topics, students know how to navigate 
them immediately – when they choose a DK book, they know 
what to expect. The content is age appropriate and presented 

in a way that encourages curiosity and deeper inquiry.” 
IB school librarian, Hong Kong

DK IB collections  
Supporting transdisciplinary understanding,  

inquiry, and international mindedness



DK IB collections  
Perfect for fostering student agency,  

transdisciplinary understanding, and inquiry

For PYP 

l A collection of 18 PYP books grouped around the six transdisciplinary themes
l Beautifully illustrated titles to support social and emotional learning 
l Inspirational examples of how local actions can have positive global impacts

For MYP

l Two collections, one for MYP 1–3 (13 books) and one for MYP 4–5 (14 books)
l Matched to the core disciplines with a focus on creative and critical thinking 
l Thought-provoking content to inspire topics for community projects

For DP

l A collection of 13 books with resources for integrating Theory of Knowledge (TOK)
l Opportunities to explore the global topics of development, conflict, rights, and the environment 
l Interdisciplinary content ideal for internal assessment and extended essay topics

Each collection comes complete 
with a free downloadable guide 
offering:

l Suggestions for activities to 
support the growth of learner 
profile attributes  

l Practical ideas for promoting 
transdisciplinary thinking 

l Examples of how to use the 
collections to develop ATL skills

Climate change ACTION

Climate change is an issue that has an impact on multiple layers of the world, including people, plants, 
animals, weather, air, water, and geography. Read as much as you can about your topic to get a broad 
perspective of it. Use the table of contents in Climate Change and the Climate Emergency Atlas to find 
topics (for example, disappearing forests, fast fashion, animals in danger, melting ice, and so on).  
Be sure to look through both books as they present information in different ways.

Inquiry task 6: Unveiling stories
By thinking in terms of what the “story” is, our minds often find it easier to understand and empathize with 
others. Copy and complete this chart, starting with your topic in the centre. Fill in the surrounding sections 
with information about what each group is experiencing.
• Your story: What is your story? How has this topic affected you personally?
• Nature’s story: What is nature’s story? What parts of nature have been impacted?
• Animals’ story: What is the animals’ story? Which ones are affected? 
• World story: What is the world story? On a global level, how has this affected us all? 
• Future generations’ story: What is the future story? How might future generations look back on this? 
• Story of your choice: What additional story of your choice would you like to add to the circle?
 

ATL reflection: How did this activity help you better appreciate global issues? 

Learner profile attributes: thinker, caring
 

MYP assessment help: communicating, reflecting

Related concepts:
choice
equity
globalization
resources
scarcity
sustainability
causality
management and  
   intervention
patterns and trends
cooperation
interdependence
significance
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Example content from the MYP 1–3 guide

Links to related 
concepts 

Suggested 
inquiry tasks 

Alignment to learner 
profile attributes 

Integration 
of ATL skills

Connections 
to assessment 



DK IB collection: Primary Years Programme (PYP)
“DK has a huge range  

of fantastic books that will  
be useful for your inquiry,  

as well as supporting  
learner profiles, ATL skills  

and key concepts.” 
Susanne Fischer,  

PYP Coordinator, Barbados

A vibrant and varied set of 18 titles packed with highly illustrated, visually 
engaging, and fact-filled pages, this DK PYP collection offers so many 
benefits for the IB classroom! Selected specifically to fit with the PYP 
transdisciplinary themes and accompanied by a free downloadable guide, 
these books are also perfect for developing ATL skills and supporting the PYP 
learner profile, as well as key concepts.

Beautiful,  
confidence-boosting 

books to encourage care 
for the self and  

others

Inspiring opportunities to develop  
cultural awareness across contexts  

and communities 

Creative inspiration 
to spark originality, 

experimentation, and 
expression

Amazing information  
to fuel curious minds  

and the desire to keep 
learning

Emphasis on  
agency to make change 

for good, locally and 
globally

Fact-filled pages  
on pertinent topics to 

enlighten young  
thinkers



DK IB collection: Middle Years Programme (MYP)

Two exciting collections matched to core MYP disciplines, with 13 titles for MYP 1–3 and 14 titles for MYP 4–5. 
Books in these collections have been matched to core MYP disciplines and come with free downloadable guides 
suggesting how to incorporate links to ATLs, learner profile attributes, subject-specific assessment criteria, global 
contexts, and related concepts.

“I’m always grateful to find smart, accessible, and useful resources to support teaching and learning.  
It’s an added bonus that these are grounded in MYP philosophy and in the approaches of building conceptual 

understanding and learning through inquiry.”  
Jennifer Gryzenhout, MYP and DP teacher, The Netherlands

Inspiring books  
with transdisciplinary 

approaches to 
encourage curiosity 
about how we build, 
travel, fight illness,  

and keep discovering 
more

Thought-provoking content  
to promote reflection  

on communities, helping 
develop awareness of the 

opinions, values, and needs  
of others. Perfect for the 

Community Project!

Informative  
titles to build  

international-
mindedness and 

inquisitiveness about  
what has shaped how  
we live as individuals 

and societies

Insightful  
books to support 
inquiries into the 
global contexts of 

orientation in space 
and time, and  
personal and  

cultural  
expression



“The new DK Learning supplementary materials for the International Baccalaureate  
Diploma Programme courses are bold, colorful, and clearly presented with  

specifically tailored IB content, making them excellent resources.”   
Jennifer Gryzenhout, MYP and DP teacher, The Netherlands

Inquiry-rich  
resources to help 

students extend their 
thinking skills for 

Theory of Knowledge 
(TOK), packed with 

transdisciplinary links 
to subjects including 
art, politics, religion, 

languages, math,  
and science

DK IB collection: Diploma Programme (DP)

This exciting DP collection comprises 18 books from the bestselling Big Ideas Simply Explained series. It features 
innovative graphics and engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to understand. Perfect for agency-led, 
independent learning, the Big Ideas series is perfect for deeper and wider reading and for extended essay (EE) 
research. The content is wide-ranging and sophisticated enough for the rigors of the DP and offers a wealth of 
information for transdisciplinary inquiry. 

Original  
material to challenge 

learners to explore  
their own creative and  
cultural expectations  

and boundaries, and to  
closely analyze from  

a variety of  
perspectives

Awe-inspiring  
pages to complement  
the nature of science  
(NOS) philosophy of  
the DP curriculum,  
including scientific  

methods, historical and 
contemporary issues,  
and the progression  

of ideas

Fascinating  
books to enable in-

depth, independent, 
and interdisciplinary 

study in the exploration 
of key concepts and 

questions, ideal 
for extended essay 

research



DK IB collection: Primary Years Programme (PYP)

US title US ISBN Extent Format

100 Inventions That Made History 9781465416704 128 HB

Children Just Like Me 9781465453921 80 HB

Calm: Mindfulness for Kids 9781465470904 72 PB

DK Readers L3: School Days Around the World 9780756625481 48 PB

Recycle and Remake 9781465489845 48 HB

Children's Illustrated History Atlas 9781465470317 96 HB

DKfindout! Climate Change 9781465493156 64 HB

DKfindout! Garbage 9780744036985 64 HB

Science! 9781465473639 208 HB

How to Be an Artist 9780744033250 144 HB

How to Make a Better World 9781465490872 96 HB

Show Me the Money 9781465440006 96 PB

Life Skills 9780744027693 96 HB

My Mixed Emotions 9781465473325 80 HB

DK Readers L2: Festivals and Celebrations 9781465463180 48 PB

The Met: Lost in the Museum 9780744033625 72 HB

What a Waste 9781465481412 72 HB

The DNA Book 9781465492272 72 HB

US PACK ISBNS

9780744077575 DK IB collection: Primary Years Programme (PYP) $288.82

9780744077582 DK IB collection: Middle Years Programme (MYP 1–3) $266.87

9780744077599 DK IB collection: Middle Years Programme (MYP 4–5) $321.92

9780744077605 DK IB collection: Diploma Programme (DP) $319.91



DK IB collection: Middle Years Programme (MYP)

DK IB collection: Middle Years Programme (MYP 1–3)

US title US ISBN Extent Format

Eyewitness: Climate Change 9780744039061 72 PB

Climate Emergency Atlas 9780744021837 96 HB

DK Eyewitness: Shakespeare 9781465431851 72 PB

History Year by Year 9781465414182 320 HB

How Super Cool Tech Works 9780744020298 192 PB

How to Be a Global Citizen 9780744029956 160 PB

How to Be a Math Genius 9780756697969 128 HB

Myths, Legends, and Sacred Stories: A Visual Encyclopedia 9781465486295 240 HB

The Arts: A Visual Encyclopedia 9781465462909 304 HB

Super Science Encyclopedia 9780744028904 208 HB

What's the Point of Math? 9781465481733 128 HB

What's the Point of Science? 9780744035759 128 HB

Where on Earth? Atlas 9781465458643 160 HB

DK IB collection: Middle Years Programme (MYP 4–5)

US title US ISBN Extent Format

Heads Up Money 9781465456267 160 PB

The Sociology Book 9781465436504 352 HB

How Technology Works 9781465479648 256 HB

Politics Is... 9780241412855 160 PB

Super Simple Biology 9781465493248 288 PB

Super Simple Chemistry 9781465493231 288 PB

Super Simple Math 9780744028898 288 PB

Super Simple Physics 9780744027532 288 PB

The Art Book 9781465453372 352 HB

The History Book 9781465445100 352 HB

The Shakespeare Book 9781465481245 352 HB

The Sports Book 9781465491053 456 HB

The Science of Our Changing Planet 9780744042184 224 PB

World Religions 9780744034752 352 HB



DK IB collection: Diploma Programme (DP)

US title US ISBN Extent Format

The Literature Book 9781465491015 352 PB

The History Book 9781465445100 352 HB

The Ecology Book 9781465479587 352 HB

The Psychology Book 9781465458568 352 PB

The Religions Book 9781465408433 352 HB

The Science Book 9781465481221 352 PB

The Math Book 9781465480248 352 HB

The Art Book 9781465453372 352 HB

The Business Book 9781465415851 352 HB

The Politics Book 9781465402141 352 HB

The Economics Book 9780756698270 352 HB

The Movie Book 9781465491008 352 PB

The Philosophy Book 9780756668617 352 HB

SALES INQUIRIES

For sales inquiries, please get in touch with your local rep or
contact: customerservice@penguinrandomhouse.com

visit: learning.dk.com


